Some effects of signal bandwidth and spectral density on the acoustic-reflex threshold in the elderly.
The acoustic-reflex thresholds (ART) for multicomponent tonal complexes of varying bandwidth and spectral density were obtained from 20 normal-hearing (air-conduction thresholds less than or equal to 20 dB HL at 250-8000 Hz) young adults ranging in age from 20-30 years and 20 normal-hearing, old subjects ranging in age from 60-71 years. The results revealed that the ART decreased with spectral density, plateauing after seven components in the young group and after five components in the old group; the decrease in the acoustic-reflex threshold as a result of the increase in spectral density was less in the old than in the young group. The bandwidth effect (when bandwidth was plotted in hertz or octaves) on the acoustic-reflex threshold was present in the young adults, but substantially reduced in the elderly, as evidenced by the statistically significant interaction between subject group and signal bandwidth. The spectral density results are discussed in terms of their theoretic implications for the energy summation capacity and frequency resolution of the auditory system. The bandwidth results are discussed in terms of their theoretic implications for the frequency-resolving power of the auditory system.